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Details of Visit:

Author: lockhart
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 4 Feb 2015 17:15
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Top Secret London - The Best Girls Here!
Website: https://topsecretescorts.co.uk/london-escort
Phone: 07900072555

The Premises:

Very up-market modern apartment block across from Paddington station.
Entryphone, discreet, no concierge. Good working lifts.
Large ensuite bathroom, excellent shower facilities.
Big bedroom, tastefully decorated, with aircon ( a massive bonus in the summer) - a very clean, well
maintained, smart flat.

The Lady:

Very beautiful - and I mean that - blonde, early twenties, excellent English, very welcoming and
genuine.
Slim, long legs, fabulously pert boobs, wearing a red bra and knickers set. Basically a knockout
body. Can't think how it could be improved.

The Story:

Amanda is an 'all-services' girl and although this time I didn't sample everything that was on her list,
my requirements were delivered with real enthusiasm and skill.
We went through a dizzying, vertiginous repertoire of OWO, RO, FK, doggy, cowgirl, missionary, a
bit of spanking and pretty much everything in between, so to speak.
By the end, I was drained, exhausted, totally satisfied and had acquired jelly legs which made it
very tricky walking to the bathroom.
Amanda more than deserves the ecstatic reviews she's received on sundry websites over the past
few years.
Apart from her stunning bedroom performance, she's funny, intelligent, very well read and shows
genuine interest in you.
I have been seeing her regularly for over a year and keep going back because she is indeed one of
the best escorts in London.
It pains me to write this because it's hard enough getting an appointment as it is, without the punter
gridlock that this review will undoubtedly generate.
Still, I'm honoured to pay tribute to a girl who deserves to be up there with the all-time, Oscar-
winning greats of the business.
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Amen.
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